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2,4-D and 2,4,5-T were longstanding, regis? tered years ago, phenoxy herbicides.
Which, thanks to the fact that they'd been registered so long ago and were used so,
m'ch, we had a pretty impressive data b'.&e'hat 2,4,5-T was too hazardous to be
used. And at the point that Nova Scotia granted permits for spraying 2.4,5-T, it had
been banned in the United States since 1978. It had been banned in Swe- "den.
Sweden had also banned 2,4-D from forest? ry use. 2,4,5-T was banned in Ontario,
in Sas? katchewan, and British Columbia, and--before our case was over--in Quebec.
 So we were not in any way alarmists to be con? cerned that they were going to be
putting this stuff on our forests....  The people who were opposing the herbicide
spraying, then and now, are always put in the position of having to prove--the onus
of proof is on us--to prove that a chemical, that the government plans, is going to
kill you. I mean, they don't make the test easy. You can't just prove that there are
some health risks associated with it.  Whereas, the real crux of the debate should
be. What are we doing to our forests? Does it make any sense to spray something
to kill hardwood bushes? to kill shrubs? Is that good for the forest? And is that
necessary? And all of those things should be debated well before you start getting
onto the question of whether one chemical is better marginally than another....  I
think all of the anti-spray work in Cape Breton that I've been involved in or been
wit? ness to for the last 13 years--the anti-spray people have always tried to focus
on basic fo? restry issues, and tried to keep it from get? ting twisted into a health
vs. jobs thing.  In the herbicide case, we had three different witnesses addressing
forestry and economic is? sues, to say that this was not an appropriate thing to do
from the forest industry's point of view. It just didn't make sense. We had a retired
forester with 50 years' experience who testified, and a professor of vegetation man?
agement from the States. and an economist who also demonstrated that it did/i't
make any eco? nomic sense to do it.  But I mean, the herbicide case is another long
story, because our evidence was overwhelming, and should have at least been
sufficient to have gotten the injunction prolonged. Or at least to have had a decision
from the court  that reflected that our evidence was legiti? mate. But we got a very
political decision.... And one that I'm convinced would have been overturned on
appeal. But we didn't go to an appeal because of the financial pressures, and
emotional pressures, on the plaintiffs. I des? perately wanted to appeal, and I really
regret that we didn't, because I don't think that we'd still be fighting every year the
spraying around the island if we'd gone on t*o the appeal.  (Did you write a book on
the herbicide case?) No. I think someone else should write the book on that one,
frankly. I think someone should write a book about it, because it said a lot about the
failure of the Nova Scotia justice system. It said just as much about the failure of the
Nova Scotia justice system as the Don? ald Marshall case does. And it said a lot
about the failure of th.e regulatory system in Ottawa. And about politics. And it says
a lot about the frailty of people....  Anyway, (after the herbicide case) I threw my?
self into my work in Halifax for quite awhile. And that was during the period that I
very nearly got married. And I think that was just kind of being on the rebound from
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the herbicide case, that I was really depressed, and this fellow was quite nice, and
thought that it would be great to pick up and move some place. And since he was a
reporter, he'd be moving quite a lot. But I realized very quickly that wasn't a good
idea, for lots of reasons.  And, so I worked in Halifax practising law, and just getting
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